
          MONDAY, 01/01/24 

 

R1 VINCENNES [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE GRETZ - 2200m (a1 3/8m) - Class - Mounted - EUR € 33.000  

 
1. LE CADOR DE SIMM - A two-year-old gelding by  Boccador de Simm out of Axola d'Ablon 
who is making his debut. Watch the betting 

2. LUIGI D'ISIGNY - Disqualified on debut. Capable of improvement but others are preferred this 
time 

3. L'ENJOLEUR - Non-Runner 

4. LOOP JANEIRO - Disqualified in first three starts but did show improvement when sixth last 
time out. Might play a minor role 

5. LORD OF WAR - Sixth on debut over this course and distance. Capable of improvement but 
others are preferred 

6. LOTUS ZEN - Third on debut in a harness race in December. Capable of improvement trying a 
Mounted race 

7. LEANDRO DE MER - Fourth over this course and distance on debut. Likely to improve and 
can fight out the finish 

8. LOCKDOWN - Fair form shown in two of three harness runs so far. Tries a Mounted race and 
can contest the finish 

9. LUCAS - Disqualified on his harness race debut but did a lot better when runner-up and trying 
a Mounted race last time out. Not out of it 

10. LUKAS D'OLIVERIE - Runner-up on his debut but was disqualified over this course an 
distance last time out. Can bounce back to score 

11. LUSSABEAU - Only modest in four starts. Was fifth over this track and distance in his 
penultimate start. More needed to win this race 

12. LUCKY SIBEY - Third over this track and trip in December. Improvement expected and 
should make a bold bid at winning 

13. LONGFORD - Good first two runs. Has lost his way since then and was disqualified last time 
out. Capable of doing better and has a winning chance 

Summary : LUCKY SIBEY (12) showed promise when third over this course and distance on 
debut and has scope for good improvement. The one be with. LONGFORD (13) is coming off a 
disqualification but ran well in his first two starts and can bounce back to score. LUKAS 
D'OLIVERIE (10) was runner-up on debut but was disqualified last time out. LEANDRO DE MER 
(7) was not disgraced when fourth on debut and should contest the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

LUCKY SIBEY (12) - LONGFORD (13) - LUKAS D'OLIVERIE (10) - LEANDRO DE MER (7) 



          MONDAY, 01/01/24 

 

C2 - PRIX DE BONNEUIL - 2850m (a1 3/4m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 

33.000  

 
1. LOYAL DU CHENE - A two-year-old gelding byGolden Bridge out of Doyale For d'Am who is 
making his debut. Watch the betting 

2. LOCAL HERO - Seventh on debut over this course and distance in December. Capable of 
improvement but others are preferred 

3. LE CARAVAGE - Disqualified in two of his three starts so far including at this course last time 
out. Third in penultimate start and is capable of winning if wise 

4. LEOLIO - Disqualified on debut. Fourth last time out at this course and should fight out the 
finish trying further 

5. LUDIVER DES VAUX - Has yet to win after 12 starts and has been disqualified in three of last 
four starts. Best watched this time 

6. LOST - Has run well in both his starts to date. Tries further and tackles a bit stronger but is not 
out of it 

7. LUCHADOR - Won on debut over a short distance in November. Tackles tougher this time but 
may well be up to it 

8. LOMAC GEDE - A surprise winner last time out over a short distance. Deserves some respect 
for that win and can contest the finish 

9. LEADER DU POMMEAU - Not disgraced when fifth over this track and trip last time out. 
Showed improvement before that and has a winning chance 

10. LINOS DU GOUTIER - Consistent so far and is knocking hard at the door. Tackles stronger 
but has a winning chance 

Summary : LEADER DU POMMEAU (9) was not disgraced when fifth over this course and 
distance last time out and should do a lot better this time. Get the vote to score in a very open 
looking race. LUCHADOR (7) won on debut and tries further this time but deserves the utmost 
respect. LEOLIO (4) is improving and could like this longer distance. LOMAC GEDE (8) was a 
surprise winner last time out but is clearly not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

LEADER DU POMMEAU (9) - LUCHADOR (7) - LEOLIO (4) - LOMAC GEDE (8) 



          MONDAY, 01/01/24 

 

C3 - PRIX DE VEZAC - 2200m (a1 3/8m) - Class - Mounted - EUR € 35.000  

 
1. KERENE MIXO - Yet to place and has been on a break since June and will probably need the 
run back 

2. KISMIE DE MONTFORT - Disqualified in latest but can challenge for the frame. More a place 
chance than winning one 

3. KARA DU FER - Yet to taste victory but has placed two of last three. Can play a minor role 

4. KIARA DE JADE - A winner back in July and fitness must be take on trust. If not needing can 
contest the finish 

5. KANGAE DE GUEZ - Shoeing arrangement changes. A winner three starts back that has 
sufficient means to fight for victory 

6. KORA GEMA - A runner up in latest at track and winner of penultimate. In good form and has 
a decent winning chance 

7. KEVA MADRIK - Placed fifth in last two and similar can be expected. Seldom far off them and 
can place 

Summary : KORA GEMA (6) is in good form and should make a bold bid at scoring in this small 
field. KIARA DE JADE (4) returns from a break but if fit and well can be right there at the finish. 
KANGAE DE GUEZ (5) is capable of better and deserves some respect. KISMIE DE 
MONTFORT (2) is hard to trust after a disqualification but can contest the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

KORA GEMA (6) - KIARA DE JADE (4) - KANGAE DE GUEZ (5) - KISMIE DE MONTFORT 

(2) 



          MONDAY, 01/01/24 

 

C4 - PRIX DOMINIK CORDEAU - 2100m (a1 5/16m) - European - Harness - 

EUR € 71.000  

 
1. CHANCE EK - Disqualified in two of last three starts and last win was over 1600m but is 
capable of running when smart 

2. INSTINCT D'AM - Remains unshod. On a very long losing streak and has only been modest of 
late. Others are preferred 

3. KARAT RIVER - Remains barefoot. Returned to best with a good course and distance win last 
time out. Not out of it 

4. CRESUS DI POGGIO - Remains barefoot. Disqualified last time out. Was in good form before 
that and has won over this track and trip. Consider 

5. COQUAHOLY - Disappointing last run when well beaten over this track and trip. Capable of 
better and won well in Sweden in August. Respect 

6. GERICAULT - Remains barefoot. Likes this course and looked solid when scoring over this 
course and distance last time out. Big chance 

7. JAGUAR MARANCOURT - Very unreliable and last win was over further but was not 
disgraced when fourth over this track and trip. Might play a minor role 

8. ILLUSION JIPAD - Remains barefoot. Takes runs between wins but is knocking hard at the 
door and can contest the finish 

9. DON'T SAY GAR - Remains barefoot. Has been very good in Sweden throughout this year. 
Runner-up in latest and should fight out the finish 

10. GLOBAL YANKEE - Won in Sweden over a similar distance earlier this year but has 
struggled of late and others are preferred 

11. JAGUAR DU GOUTIER - On a very long losing run and is coming off two disqualifications but 
is barefoot this time. Might place if wise 

12. DARDO ZACK - Remains unshod. Showed improvement when sixth last time out but his last 
win was over further. Others are preferred 

13. DUBHE PRAV - Disqualified last time out. Unreliable but is barefoot this time and is capable 
of playing a minor role 

14. JUST A MIDI - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last three runs but is capable of better and 
may upset if showing best form 

Summary : GERICAULT (6) is coming off a good win this course and has every chance of 
doubling up. DON'T SAY GAR (9) has been good all year and can go one better on his good last 
run. COQUAHOLY (5) is clearly capable of much better than his last run would suggest and is 
capable of scoring. KARAT RIVER (3) is in good forma nd should be right there at the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

GERICAULT (6) - DON'T SAY GAR (9) - COQUAHOLY (5) - KARAT RIVER (3) 



          MONDAY, 01/01/24 

 

C5 - PRIX DE LOUVIGNE-DU-DESERT - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - Class - 

Harness - EUR € 46.000  

 
1. JASMINE D'OUILLY - Remains barefoot. Disqualified last two at track. Unreliable but at best 
can place 

2. JETIDA - Remains barefoot and was a track and trip winner of latest.Should make a bold bid 

3. JALENDRA DE MALAC - Seldom far off them and at best can play a minor role. Others are 
preferred 

4. JIRELLITA - After winning at track for the third time three runs back has put in two poor efforts. 
Must improve to feature. Remains barefoot 

5. JOIE INTENSE - Runner up in latest and in good form. Has sufficient means to fight for victory 

6. JACINTHE D'URFIST - Has had one run back from a ten month absence and might still need 
the run 

7. JOY JENILOU - Remains barefoot. Placed third last two at track and is seldom far behind. Can 
earn 

8. JOLIE COKTAIL - Reverts to barefoot which was the case when winning at the track in  
March. Has had three runs back from a break and has a winning chance 

9. JASMINE DE VAU - Placed fourth in last two at track and remains barefoot. Seldom far off 
them and can contest the finish 

10. JALOUZ D'OLIVERIE - Remains barefoot and a winner of last two at track. Will be looking for 
the hat-trick. Go close 

11. JOURNEE REVEE - Improved in latest when runner up at track. Needs to confirm that form. 
Place prospects 

12. JOUVENCE DE CAREL - Placed fourth in last two and this will be the fourth run back. Could 
be fitter this time. Place chance 

13. JAIN MAB - A one time winner that would be a shock winner. Can place at best 

14. JERVIS BAY - Remains barefoot. Improved in latest when third at track and if holding that 
form can contest the finish 

15. JAMAICA - Remains barefoot. Improved when fifth in latest and similar can be expected 

16. JEZABEL JENILOU - A winner of two of last three. Remains barefoot. In good form and can 
be thereabouts. Might place 

Summary : JOLIE COKTAIL (8) won when barefoot and is barefoot. Can bounce back to win in a 
competitive race. JETIDA (2) won over this course and distance last time out and is capable of 
following up. JASMINE DE VAU (9) is seldom far behind and can contest the finish yet again. 
JOIE INTENSE (5) is in good form and is another that can go close to winning. 

SELECTIONS 

JOLIE COKTAIL (8) - JETIDA (2) - JASMINE DE VAU (9) - JOIE INTENSE (5) 



          MONDAY, 01/01/24 

 

C6 - PRIX DE MEULAN - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 

46.000  

 
1. KAID MARTIN - Improved when runner -up at track in latest. Form is consistent when not 
disqualified and has the means to earn some money 

2. KINGSTON DE BLARY - In three runs back from a break has not made the frame and will 
need to show more before selecting 

3. KNOCK OUT - Penultimate start runner up and fourth in latest at track. Seldom far off them 
and can make the frame 

4. KALINOU QUICK - A one time winner that is seldom far off them. Placed fifth at track in latest 
and can get closer. Might place 

5. KATAKI DE WALLIS - Disqualified last three attempts and this must change. Others are 
preferred 

6. KERMES - Tries barefoot. A winner and runner up in last two at track. Similar can be expected 
and deserves respect 

7. KIWI CHARENTAIS - A track winner of latest that changes to barefoot. Can contest the finish 
and be a threat 

8. KOULOU GAGOU - Has had one run back from a short break and could be fitter this time. 
Placed third at track in penultimate 

9. KEOPS TILLAYE - Been poor since returning from a break and would be a shock winner 

10. KILLER MESLOIS - Improved in latest when third and has won twice at this track. Overall is a 
three time winner that has the means to get involved with the finish 

11. KRONOS DU KLAU - Been on a break since September and might need the run back. 
Others are preferred 

12. KOLDPLAY - Won three early in career and since returning from a break has placed third in 
September. Could be ready to strike 

13. KHEOPS SAINT CLAIR - Penultimate start winner that followed up unplaced and will need to 
improve  that effort 

14. KOALA BLUE - Won twice at this track in last three attempts. In good form and ought to be 
thereabouts 

15. KANT - Since winning at the track in September has not placed in three attempts. Placed fifth 
in latest and similar can be expected 

Summary : KOLDPLAY (12) just needed the comeback run and has shown ability so could be 
ready to score. KIWI CHARENTAIS (7) is coming off a good win at this course and is barefoot 
and ready to strike again. KILLER MESLOIS (10) is proven at this course and was not disgraced 
when third last time out. KERMES (6) is in good form and clearly not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

KOLDPLAY (12) - KIWI CHARENTAIS (7) - KILLER MESLOIS (10) - KERMES (6) 



          MONDAY, 01/01/24 

 

C7 - PRIX DU CROISE-LAROCHE - 2850m (a1 3/4m) - Class - Harness - 

EUR € 63.000  

 
1. GOAL STAR - A winner of latest for the seventh career win. Remains barefoot and has 
sufficient means to fight for victory 

2. FOLLOW ME FLASH - A runner up last two and is knocking hard. Can contest the finish once 
again so deserves some respect 

3. GRAND CANYON - Has won three in a row and is a fifteen winner overall. Should make a bold 
bid. The right one in the lucky last race 

4. FILOU SMILING - Has not won for some time and others are preferred. Pass by 

5. GORDON MIJACK - Has not placed in last three and others are preferred in this lineup 

6. FAMEUX DESTIN - Poor since returning from a break and must improve to feature 

7. GIPSY DE CHAMANT - Placed fourth in latest at this track and has won fourteen times. Has 
ability and can make the frame 

8. GUAPO MARBOULA - Disqualified in last two Harness attempts. Would be a shock winner 

9. GLAMOUR EAGLE - This will be the third run back from a short break and remains barefoot. 
Seldom far off them and can contest the finish 

10. GOLIATH DU CAUX - Remains barefoot. Improved when fifth in latest and can find the frame 
at best 

11. FOREVER JIEL - Has been competing in Mounted and Harness events. Was disqualified in 
latest a Mounted event. Place prospects 

12. FLAMME JULRY - This will be the fourth run back from a break. A thirteen time winner  that 
placed fourth in latest. Can earn 

13. GLOIRE DU LUPIN - Remains barefoot and was a runner up at track in latest. Ought to be a 
lively danger again 

Summary : GRAND CANYON (3) remains very hot at the moment and could stretch the winning 
run to four. GLOIRE DU LUPIN (13) is ready to score and is coming off a solid win. GLAMOUR 
EAGLE (9) is seldom far off them and is capable of being involved with the finish once again. 
GOAL STAR (1) showed what he is capable of with a nice win last time out and can get involved 
with the finish again. 

SELECTIONS 

GRAND CANYON (3) - GLOIRE DU LUPIN (13) - GLAMOUR EAGLE (9) - GOAL STAR (1) 

 


